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ABSTRACT

We provide new post-COSTAR data on one sightline (Mrk 421) and updated data from another (I Zw 1) from

our Hubble Space Telescope (HST) survey of intergalactic Lyo_ clouds located along sightlines to four bright

quasars passing through well-mapped galaxy voids (16 000 km s -1 pathlength) and superclusters (18 000

km s-l). We report two more definite detections of low-redshift Lya clouds in voids: one at 3047 km s-l

(heliocentric) toward Mrk 42 l and a second just beyond the Local Supercluster at 2861 km s-t toward I Zw

1, confirming our earlier discovery of Lya absorption clouds in voids [Stocke et HI., ApJ, 451, 24 (1995)].

We have now identified ten definite and one probable Iow-redshift neutral hydrogen absorption clouds
toward four targets, a frequency of approximately one absorber every 3400 km s-1 above 1012'7 cm -2

column density. Of these ten absorption systems, three lie within voids; the probable absorber also lies in

a void. Thus, the tendency of Lyot absorbers to "avoid the voids" is not as clear as we found previously. If
the Lyo_ clouds are approximated as homogeneous spheres of 100 kpc radius, their masses are -109 . F/_®

(about 0.01 times that of bright L* galaxies) and they are 40 times more numerous, comparable to the

density of dwarf galaxies and of low-mass halos in numerical CDM simulations. The Lyot clouds contribute
a fraction llct_0.003h_-s t to the closure density of the universe, comparable to that of luminous matter.

These clouds probably require a substantial amount of nonbaryonic dark matter for gravitational binding.
They may represent extended haloes of low-mass protogalaxies which have not experienced significant star

formation or low-mass dwarf galaxies whose star formation ceased long ago, but blew out significant

gaseous material. © 1996 American Astronomical Society.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, redshift surveys of the nearby

universe (Geller & Huchra 1989; Fairall et HI. 1990) have

mapped out a highly inhomogeneous galaxy distribution,

with large "voids" bounded by sheetlike superclusters. A

goal of studies of the content of these voids (Sanduleak &

Pesch 1987; Szomuru etal. 1994; Weinberg etal. 1991;

Strauss & Huchra 1988) is to understand how galaxy forma-

tion and subsequent interactions fit into a cosmological

framework. With the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), we

have undertaken a spectral search for low-redshift neutral

hydrogen (Lytr) absorption clouds along sightlines to bright

quasars behind well-mapped voids and superclusters. In our

earlier work from Cycle 2 (Stocke et al. 1995, hereafter re-

ferred to as Paper I), on the first three sightlines, we detected

eight definite Lyo_ absorption lines, ranging in equivalent
width from 26 to 240 m/_. Seven of these absorbers were

located in supercluster galaxy structures. One absorber, in

the sightline toward Mrk 501, was located in a void, more

than 5.9 Mpc from the nearest bright galaxy.

IBased on observations with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope, ob-
tained at the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by AURA,
Inc., under NASA Contract No. NAS5-26555.
2also at JILA, University of Colorado and National Institute of Standards
and Technology.

This discovery demonstrated that the voids are not en-

tirely empty of gaseous matter, but the statistics were low. In

fact, a number of H 1 galaxies, 1RAS galaxies, and emission-

line galaxies have been found within the boundaries of the

Bootes void (Tifft et al. 1986; Weistrop & Downes 1988;

Dey etal. 1990; Szomoru et al. 1993), the Pegasus void

(Fairall et al. 1990), and the Pisces-Perseus void (Henning

1992). However, the filamentary structure of galaxies inside

the Bootes and Pegasus voids is similar to that found in the

voids between the Local Supercluster and the "Great Wall"

in the CfA survey (Huchra et HI. 1993; see also our Fig. 3).
Because the total extent of the voids is somewhat uncertain

at the distance of Bootes, we chose our targets toward more

local voids, with better-mapped galaxy distributions. For ex-

ample, one Lya cloud in the direction of Mrk 501 reported in

Paper I is found within a filamentary structure of galaxies

separating two large voids whose total size is comparable to
the Bootes void.

In this paper, we report the results of additional HST

Cycle 4 observations of I Zw 1 and Mrk 421. Toward I Zw 1,

we are now able to upgrade a "probable" void absorber to

"definite" status, and we have detected another Lya absorber

in a void toward the fourth target, Mrk 421. We update the

distribution of Lyo_ clouds toward all four sightlines, analyze

the physical parameters of these Lya clouds, and make an

estimate of their contribution to the baryonic mass density of

the Universe. We conclude with a discussion of a possible
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connection of Lyc_ clouds with dwarf galaxies and the impli-

cations of our detections for cosmology and galaxy forma-

tion.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The spectra of our first three targets (Mrk 501, Mrk 335, I

Zw 1) were taken with the Goddard High-Resolution Spec-

trograph (GHRS) aboard the HST, using the GI60M grating

with pre-COSTAR optics. These data and their interpretation

are discussed in detail in Paper I). Since that paper, we have

reobserved I Zw 1 (6.53 hr on 1995 February 6) and obtained

a new spectrum (4.35 hr on 1995 February !) of our fourth

target, Mrk 421. I Zw 1 (0050+1225) is a bright quasar

(V= 14.0, cz = 18 300 km s-t) located at l= 123.75 ° and b=

-50.2 °, while Mrk 421 is a bright BL Lac object (V= 12.9,

cz=8880 km s -1) located at l= 179.8 ° and b = +65.0 °. Both

observations used the G160M grating and the COSTAR en-

hancement of the GHRS optics to obtain 40 km s-I resolu-

tion in the interval 1222-1259 A,. These wavelengths corre-

spond to redshifted velocities cz_-1500-10500 kms -]

extending roughly from the local supercluster to the "Great

Wall" (Geller & Huchra 1989). In this paper we assume a

Hubble constant Ho= (75 km s-l Mpc-I)h75. The four QSO

targets (Mrk 501, Mrk 335, I Zw 1, and Mrk 421) were

chosen because of their brightness (V_< 14) and their location

behind well-studied galaxy distributions with foreground

voids considerably emptier than the Bootes Void (Sanduleak

& Pesch 1987; Szomoru et al. 1994; Weinberg et al. 1991;

Strauss & Huchra 1988).

Our data reduction was identical to that in Paper I. All

spectra were taken through the 2" large science aperture us-

ing the standard quarter-diode substepping pattern to yield

pixels of 0.018 _ in the FP-split mode. We reduced our

spectra with the STSDAS spectral reduction package within

IRAF, and the wavelength scale was determined by assuming

that the Galactic S lI absorption features at 1250.584 and

1253.811 A, lie at zero velocity in the local standard of rest

(LSR). The statistical significance of the absorption features

was determined from measured noise in the continuum and

from uncertainties in continuum placement. The status of

"definite" absorber was given to features greater than 4o"

significance; "probable" detections were those of 3-4o" sig-

nificance.

In Fig. 1 we show the coadded spectrum of I Zw 1 (6.53

hr of new data added to 7.21 hr of previous data taken on

1993 September 8). We have definite detections of five spec-

tral features: three Lyot lines and two Galactic S ti absorbers.

By combining the two spectra, we confirm our previous defi-

nite detections of Lya absorbers at heliocentric velocities

1617+__5 and 5130---12 km s -I, and we upgrade the "prob-

able" detection of the 2861+-9 km s -I absorber to definite

status. The new spectrum of Mrk 421 is shown in Fig. 2. We

detect a single Lycr absorber at high significance at velocity

3046+-2 km s ] and two Galactic S !I lines. Table 1 lists the

wavelengths, heliocentric velocities, equivalent widths, and

significances of the features.

The two new absorbers toward I Zw 1 and Mrk 421 both

lie within voids, confirming our previous discovery of Lyot
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FIG. 1. HSTIGHRS spectrum of I Zw I taken with GI60M grating; figure

shows combined data from pre-COSTAR(7.21 hr) and pOSt-COSTAR(6.53 hr)

exposures. Three definite Lyot absorbers are detected at wavelengths 1222.2,
1227.3. and 1236.5 A. The second absorber at heliocentric velocity 2861 z9

km s-i and equivalent width 84___40mA lies within the void of foreground

galaxies. Lines at 1250.59 and 1253.81 A are Galactic interstellar S n. and
the broad emission line is C n! h1175 from the QSO.

clouds in voids. The galaxy distributions are shown in Fig. 3,

based on the CfA merged galaxy redshift catalog (Huchra

et al. 1993). Because the Mrk 501 sightline lies near the

eastern edge of the CfA survey, we obtained 20 additional

redshifts at R.A. greater than 17 hr from the ongoing survey

to verify that the voids in front of Mrk 501 extend well

beyond 17 hr (Huchra, private communication). The galaxy

distributions toward Mrk 501 and Mrk 421 are shown at

somewhat higher declinations (8=39°---4 ° ) than those usu-

ally displayed by the CfA group (de Lapparent et al. 1986;

Peebles 1993). These sightlines traverse comparable portions

of "supercluster" and "void," determined according to the
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FIG. 2. HST/GHRS spectrum of Mrk 421 taken with GI60M grating and

post-COSTAR optics. A Lya absorber at 3046___2 km s-t and equivalent width
92--- l0 rn_ lies within the void of foreground galaxies. Lines at 1250.59 and
1253.81 /_,are Galactic interstellar S It. A second arrow marks the expected

(1252/_) position of redshifted Lya from the BL Lac object (Zem=0.0298).
The line at 1258.5 ,_ is unidentified; its wavelength is 1 _ shortward of S lI

1259.52 _, but the wavelength scale at the long end is uncertain.
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TAaLE1. Detected absorption linesa towards I Zw 1 and Mrk 421.

Taxget Systom Wavel_gth Velocity W;_ Significance Identification

I_signation (A) (kln,-_) (mA) (o)

| Zw 1 A 1222.23 1617 5:5 120 5:37 7.1 Lyo

I Zw 1 B 1227.27 2861 + 9 84 + 40 4.7 Lya

I Zw 1 C 1236.47 5130 + 12 84 _ 47 4,9 Lya

I Zw 1 1250.56 ..... 109 + 44 89 S II Galactic

I Zw 1 125384 ..... 132 i 37 10.5 S II Galactic

Mrk 421 A 1228.02 ,3046 5:2 92 :t: l0 24 Lyc_

Mrk 421 1250.55 ..... 122 :t: 11 35 S II Galactic

Mrk 421 1253.79 ..... 195:1:10 61 S II Galactic

" Features detected above 4a si_e. Velocities are heliocentric, assuming that the S II

lines are at the Galactic LSIL

"wavelet analysis" method (Slezak et al. 1993). We believe

that our identifications of void and supercluster regions are
accurate to ___500 km s-1.

We now compare our new results and those of Paper I and
update the statistics based on the new data. Over the four
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o  nito  so 
[2=MRK501 %_ ©=MRK421

(a) ix wedge for 8 = 39.00 ± 4.0"
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(13) 0t wedge for 8 = 16.25 ± 4.0 °

FIG. 3. "Pie diagram" distributions in galactocentric recession velocity and

right ascension of the Lya absorbers toward our four target AGN. The AGN

are shown as the farthest symbols along the sightlines, and the Lya absorb-

ers are shown as circles (the three definite and one probable absorber in

voids have an inscribed "X"). (a) Three absorbers toward Mrk 501 (at 4880,

6220, and 7740 km s -t heliocentric velocity) and one toward Mrk 421 (at

3046 km s-t); (b) three absorbers toward I Zw 1 (at 1617, 2861, and 5130

km s -t) and four toward Mrk 335 (at 2185, 2520, 4490, and 6490 km s-t).

TABLE2. Nearest galaxy neighbors to Lya clouds.
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Target System Absorber Nearest Galaxy 60 Distanc@

D_gn_tion vdodty. G_a_-y vd_ty. (&-gr_*)(_7_M_)
(kmB-q (km_-q

Mrk 335 A 1970 NGC 7817 2520 080 0.67

Mrk 335 B 2290 NGC 7817 2520 0.80 0.45

Mrk 335 C 4270 00008+2150 4670 2,00 2.2

Mrk 335 D 6280 000364-1928 61,50 0.46 0.85

Mrk 501 A 4660 16510+3927 4830 0.45 0.51

Mrk 501 B: 6000 1C 12'21 ,5690 7.6 10.5

Mrk 501 C 7530 1709+3941 7810 3.3 5.9

I Zw 1 A 1617 NC,C 63 1300 8.8 3.3

I Zw 1 B 2861 A00bi+1005 2890 2.5 1.7

I Zw 1 C 5130 00522+1325 5560 1,0 1.3

Mrk 421 A 3046 11267+3G_ 2540 5.6 4.3

" Heliocentric vdocities

Three-dimemional distancefrom

model (PaperI)

Lya absorber to galaxy, using a retarded Hubble flow

sightlines, the pathlength (cAz) through voids totals 16 000

km s-1, while that through superclusters totals 18000
km s-I. We have now detected a total of ten definite Lya

absorption lines at a significance above 4tr (Table 2). The

Lya equivalent widths detected with the GHRS range from

26 to 240 mA, corresponding to column densities N(H t)
between l012'7 and 1014 cm -2 for Doppler parameter b_30

km s-l. The frequency of absorbers is approximately one

every 3400 km s -l of pathlength, above 1012'7 cm -2 column

density, comparable to that estimated from GHRS observa-
tions of other AGN (Weymann 1993; Savage et al. 1995).

These numbers are approximate, however, since proper treat-

ments of the GHRS sensitivity function and the H I column
density distribution have not yet been performed.

Three clouds lie within voids (one each toward Mrk 501,

I Zw 1, and Mrk 421) and seven are associated with super-

cluster walls, including three in the Local Supercluster. Ex-

pressed as heliocentric velocities, the three definite void ab-
sorbers lie at 3046 km s -1 toward Mrk 421, at 7740 km s-1

toward Mrk 501, and at 2861 km s-z toward I Zw 1. The

nearest known galaxies lie 4.3, 5.9, and 1.7h751 Mpc away

from these clouds, respectively (Table 2). In the case of ab-

sorber B toward I Zw I, the nearest galaxy (A0054+ 1005 at

cz=2890 km s -l and 1.7h751 Mpc distance) is likely to be

part of the Local Supercluster. We had classified the region

surrounding the 2861 km s-l absorber as a void prior to the

HSTIGHRS observations, and we believe that this absorber

lies just beyond the Local Supercluster in that direction. The

distances to other bright galaxy neighbors are considerably

larger. At somewhat lower significance (3-4tr) we find one

more probable Lya absorber at 6000 km s-1 which also lies
in a void toward Mrk 501.

Therefore, with combined pathlength 47% through voids

and 53% through superclusters, we find that three of ten

definite Lya absorbers lie within voids. These statistics are
small, and the addition of the fourth QSO sightline has

shifted the fraction of Lya absorbers within voids slightly

higher than that (one out of eight) quoted in Paper I. Accord-

ing to binomial statistics for a uniform distribution of absorb-
ers, the observed (three out of ten) situation could occur with
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15% chance probability (19% when one includes the one

additional "possible" absorber which also lies in a void).

Therefore, the tendency of Lyot clouds to lie in superclusters

cannot be stated as definitively as in Paper I. The range of

distances to nearest-neighbor bright galaxies for the three

void absorbers (1.7-5.9h751 Mpc) is comparable to that for
the seven nonvoid absorbers (0.45-5.9h7_ 1 Mpc). However,

the nearest neighbor to the possible void absorber toward

Mrk 501 lies 10.5h_ 1 Mpc away, and the distribution of

distances to the nearest galaxies to the void and nonvoid
absorbers shows some differences inside and outside 1 Mpc

(Paper 1). For example, four of the seven nonvoid absorbers

have neighbor galaxies within 1 Mpc. Evidently the discov-

ery of more absorbers toward AGN behind well-mapped gal-

axy distributions is needed to settle the issue of how well

Lya absorbers trace the large-scale structure of galaxies.
These nearest bright galaxies are too far from the Lya

clouds to be physically associated in most models. Pencil-

beam optical and 21 cm surveys of the area of sky surround-

ing Mrk 501 find no galaxy at comparable redshift to the
7530 km s-I void absorption system within 100hvs 1 kpc with

absolute magnitude B<_-16 and no object with HI mass

_>(7X 108 .//_o)hT_ within 500h_s _ kpc (Paper I). Thus, nei-

ther a faint optical galaxy nor a gas-rich galaxy is present

close to this Lya cloud. However, as we shall suggest in the

next section, it is probable that the low-redshift Lyc_ absorb-

ers may be associated with dwarf galaxies.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CLOUDS

We now derive the physical characteristics of the HI

clouds. If the clouds are exposed to metagalactic photoion-

izing radiation of specific intensity J912=(10 -23

ergs cm -2 s-I sr -I Hz-l)J_23 at 912/_ and (energy) spectral

index %_1.5, the hydrogen ionization correction can be

large, but derivable from the assumptions of photoionization

equilibrium and cloud geometry. The void Lyot lines toward
Mrk 501, I Zw 1, and Mrk 421 have equivalent widths of 48,

65, and 92 m,_,, respectively, corresponding to column den-

sities N(H I)_l-3X1013 cm -2 for Doppler-broadening pa-
rameter b_30 km s I. Other low-redshift Lyo_ clouds have

H I columns up to 1014 cm -2. Since the total mass of photo-

ionized homogeneous Lyot clouds is probably dominated by

the upper end of the distribution, we will hereafter scale to a
characteristic column density N(H 0=(1014 cm-2)N14 .

To make further progress, we need an estimate for the
cloud sizes. However, unlike the situation with high-redshift

Lya clouds, we lack definitive information on the size of the
low-z absorbers. From the absorber coincidences and antico-

incidences toward the double-quasar Q1343+266A,B at
z=2.03 (Bechtold et al. 1994; Dinshaw et al. 1994) the radii

of Lya absorbers at z = !.79-2.03 have been estimated to lie

in the range 50_<R<_370hT_ 1 kpc, with a median value of

120h751 kpc. At low redshift, no such measurements have

been performed. Sizes much smaller than 100 kpc would

require unacceptably large space densities (Weymann 1993;

Maloney 1993). The only physical information on low-z
cloud size comes from studies (Lanzetta et al. 1995) of 46

galaxies in the fields of HST/FOS Lya absorbers. Each of

five galaxies within 90h751 kpc corresponds to a Lya ab-

sorber, whereas the frequency is only five of ten galaxies

between 90 and 200h751 kpc and one of nine galaxies beyond

200h751 kpc. Lanzetta et al. (1995) also found an anticorre-

lation between Lya equivalent width and (Lya-galaxy) im-

pact parameter. However, as we showed in Paper I, the trend
for lower-column absorbers to have larger impact parameters

does not appear to extend beyond 100-200 kpc for the
lower-column H I clouds detected by HST/GHRS. Taking all

this evidence into account, we adopt a characteristic radius

R = (t00 kpc)R 10oand carry along the scaling parameter R 10o
to demonstrate the sensitivity of some quantities to this un-
certain size.

The precise distribution of density in these Lya clouds is

uncertain, and mass estimates based on photoionization cor-

rections are imprecise. To obtain a first-order estimate, we

assume that the clouds are homogeneous spheres of radius

R = (100 kpc)R 100and temperature T = (104.3 K) T4. 3. In pho-

toionization equilibrium, the neutral hydrogen density, n H,,
is

nen H llOt(H 11
..... 2T-0.726 J 1 (o,_q,-3]

n.,- r. -_,u_:n. 43 23/-_3-/, (1)

where we adopt an electron density ne= 1.157nH (for helium
abundance Y=0.239) and assume a radiative recombination

s I)T-°'TZ6 and hy-rate coefficient a_1=(2.48×10 -13 cm 3 4.3

drogen photoionization rate FH=(2.66×10 -14 s-I)[4.5/

(a's+3)]J_23. If the mean column density is taken to be

N(H I)_-nH,R, then the total hydrogen density n H, neutral

fraction x H _=n H _]n H , and cloud mass.//_cl are,

cm-3_jl/2 To.363Nl/2 R- 112[Ols-]-3 ] -1/2
nil=(5.5× 10-6 , -23 4.3 14 100 _] ,

(2)

-5 I-I/2 --0-363MI/2D 1/2{ %+3 / 1/2

xH,=(5.9 xl0 )"-23T4.3 _'14"100 /_ ] ' (3)

/'/. _t 1/2 "r°'363xrl/2°512 [ O,s+3/-1/2

•//_cl=( 7"4× 108 ' ::'(3J_-23" 4.3 tv 141x100/_]

(4)

From the observed absorber frequency of one cloud with
N(H I)_> 10L3cm z every 3500 km s-n (Weymann 1993), one

infers a redshift frequency dN/dz=fbo(zrR2)(c/Ho)_86.

The local space density of the Iow-redshift Lya systems is
therefore

_b0= ( 0.68 Mpc- 3) R _2h vs, (5)

approximately 40 times that of bright galaxies, L*

=(9.1×109Lo)h752, with luminosity function dp(L)dL

=--_b*(L/L*)%xp(- L/L*)(dL/L*). The recent CfA survey
(Marzke etal. 1994) gave values _b*=(0.017_0.004

Mpc-3)h35 and a=-1.0---0.2, while other determinations

(Sandage etal. 1985; Impey et al. 1988) of q_(L) find a

faint-end slope ot_- 1.3 or even steeper in the Virgo Cluster.
However, statistics on the faint-end luminosity function are

poor, and values of the slope (a) and normalization (_b*)

trade off against one another. For example, Marzke et al.

(1994) noted a factor of three excess at the faint end, relative
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to their (a=-1.0) fit, and claimed that this may be due to
Sm-Im dwarf galaxies with a= - 1.87.

We are now in a position to compare the space density of
the Lyc_ clouds to that of galactic constituents of the Uni-

verse. The volume filling factor of the Lya clouds is

f {4RHoI/dN)=/_)_-_z =(0'0029)Rl°°h75" (6)

If L* galaxies have a mass-to-light ratio (Persic & Salucci

1992) of 9h75 .//_JL o within the Holmberg radius, the Lya

cloud masses correspond to 0.01m*, where m*_(8.2X 10 j°
../g@)h7s I . For a faint-end slope a=-1.3, we estimate that

galaxies with O.O03L*<_L<_O.O3L* have a space density
0.16 Mpc -3 h735, four times less than that estimated for

(R = 100 kpc) Lya absorbers. Given the uncertainties in the

luminosity function and Lya cloud size, these space densities

are in fair agreement. They are also comparable to those of

low-mass halos found in estimates using the Press-Schechter
formalism and in recent numerical CDM simulations

(Efstathiou 1995), which predict a comoving space density
N(>Mh)= 1.7h35 Mpc -3 of halos with mass greater than

Mh_'5X109h751 .//-_3. That particular simulation found

N(_>Mh) _M h i at low masses, appropriate for hierarchical

clustering models in which the power spectrum of mass fluc-

tuations P(k)ock -3. An unanswered question from these

simulations is the fraction of low-mass halos that undergo
star formation at some epoch.

Many surveys of the faint end of the luminosity function

(Sandage et al. 1985; Impey et al. 1998; Marzke et al. 1994)

suggest a large space density of dwarf galaxies, some of

which are difficult to detect owing to their low surface
brightness. The Lyo_ absorbers could be the halos of the faint

blue dwarf galaxies (Tyson 1988; Cowie et al. 1988) that
have faded by the present epoch (Babul & Rees 1992; Sal-

peter 1993) or low-mass gas clouds whose cores have not yet

undergone significant star formation. Our previous failure to

detect any dwarf galaxies down to MB=- 16 at the position
of the void absorber toward Mrk 501 (Stocke et al. 1995)

accentuates the need for deeper imaging of these fields in

search of dwarf galaxies down to Ms_- 13. In the only such

search conducted thus far, Rauch et aL (1995) failed to find

any galaxies with MB<_-13 near the 3C 273 sight line, in-

cluding low surface brightness objects with _B<_26.5
mag arcsec -2. Optical and 21 cm searches for such dwarfs

are possible only for very local Lyot clouds, since many of

the Lya clouds (Bahcall et al. 1991; Morris et al. 1991) dis-
covered by HST are too distant to set sensitive limits on the

presence of dwarf galaxies. HI (21 cm) searches at

cz<_lO 000 km s-_ are straightforward, but studies of more

distant gas require increasingly large amounts of observing
time.

Similarly, spectra of the low-z Lya clouds in the ultravio-
let resonance lines of C IV, C Ill, and C II could set useful

limits on possible star formation. From Eq. (2), the column
density of carbon in all ion stages should be N(C)_(8x 1012

-2_112.,112--112
cm )t_t00_v_4 ,t_23 at 0.01 solar metallicity. If 10% of the
carbon is in C IV, absorption lines at 1549 /_ should be

present at a very weak level (I-10 mA equivalent width).

Lines from C II (1335 /_) or C lll (977 A) might set even

better metallicity limits if carbon exists in lower ionization

states owing to a less intense or softer radiation field.
We can obtain an estimate of the fractional contribution,

ticl=q_cl/Pcr, of low-redshift Lya clouds to the critical
(closure) density, pcr=(1.06x 10 -29 g cm-3)h25, of the Uni-

verse from Eqs. (4) and (5). The value,

/ O_sq- 3]
- 1/2

0 I/2 363 1/2tic,=( .0033)J_z3T]4:3 N14 R 1/2t'-- ''
10o"75 / 45 ] ' (7)

is comparable to that (II._0.004) of optically luminous mat-
ter (Peebles 1993) and is 15% of the total baryonic limit,

fl b= (0.022 +-0.004)h 752, inferred (Walker et al. 1991 ) from

the constraints of Big Bang nucleosynthesis. Thus, these

clouds have overdensities _50J_23NI41/2 t/2R 100-1/2,/,0.363•4.3 with re-

spect to the smooth baryonic background density, fibP,.
We note that our estimates for the low-redshift absorbers

are uncertain, since they depend on poorly known geometric

parameters of the clouds. For example, we do not know the
distributions of cloud size and N(H I), assumed here to be

constant at 100 kpc and 10 j4 cm -2, respectively. We note

that, while cloud mass scales as R _/2, the total mass density

and value of ficl are less sensitive (R 1/2) to assumptions of

cloud size. In addition, the distribution of matter within the

Iow-redshift absorbers might also be inhomogeneous, either

with a radial distribution of density or clumps. Each of these

distributions would accentuate, through recombinations, the

regions with highest density. One could also relax the as-

sumption of spherical clouds. By generalizing the spherical

assumption to disk geometries, Madau & Shull (1996)

showed that the value of ficl is reduced by a factor
(a cos O)-U2_(2/a) u2, where a>l is the disk aspect ratio

and 0 is their viewing angle. So, for example, a ratio a = 10
would reduce l)cl by a factor 2.2.

4. DISCUSSION

In the protogalaxy scenario, the iow-z Lyot clouds repre-

sent parcels of gas and dark matter that have recently (z
<0.5) turned around from the general Hubble expansion and
now have mean overdensities -50-200 times that of the

background IGM. To be consistent with the frequency of

absorbers, these parcels must have a space density compa-

rable to that of dwarf galaxies. The hydrogen clouds around

these galaxies may only recently have become detectable in

Lya absorption because of the rapid drop in the ionizing

radiation field at low redshift. Whether these gaseous enve-
lopes could retain their integrity following encounters with

passing massive galaxies would depend on the distances of

these galaxies and on the gas dynamical outcome of the en-

counter. No encounters may have occurred with the void

absorbers toward Mrk 501 and Mrk 421, since neighboring

galaxies from the supercluster walls moving over 10 Gyr

with _<500 km s -l peculiar velocity would not be able to
traverse the void.

In the faded dwarf galaxy scenario (Babul & Rees 1992;
Efstathiou 1995), the low-redshift clouds are the extended

gaseous halos of the faint blue dwarf galaxies detected in
deep imaging surveys. Although we have modeled these ob-

jects as homogeneous spheres, it is likely that the cloud cores
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have collapsed and formed stars, whose winds and superno-

vae blow matter out into the extended (100 kpc) envelopes

required by the frequency, dN/dz, of Lya absorbers. The fact

that some Lya clouds reside in regions devoid of bright gal-

axies is consistent with the observed low amplitude of angu-

lar correlation found (Efstathiou et al. 1991) for the faint

blue galaxies. The scenario predicts that very low luminosity

galaxies, similar to the Local Group dwarfs, should be found

in deep (BlimP-23) ground-based optical images near the low-

redshift Lya clouds. In a deep imaging search for faint gal-

axies toward 3C 273 near the local Lyot clouds in the Virgo

Cluster, Morris et al. (1993) and Rauch et al. (1995) found

no dwarf galaxies to impressively faint limits (Mz<_- 13 and

limiting surface brightness levels of -26.5 mag arcsec-2).

Similarly sensitive searches are required for our cloud

sample. Thus, H l (21 cm) observations and deep optical im-

aging are in progress (Carilli et al. 1996) to search for ac-

companying faint galaxies.

Finally, it is worth speculating on possible dark-matter

content. Since the Jeans mass, M j=(2× 10 li

_.,/ ,_Dl/4 r- I/4 r.r- 1/4,7-1.32
• fLQ,t_t100a-23_'v14 t4.3, safely exceeds the baryonic

mass, the clouds are not gravitationally unstable. However,

in order to bind them gravitationally, we require that

(2kT/mn)_(G _/Zd/R), where the ratio of total matter to

baryonic matter is

_. _tot ] , /Zfcl--- ( 10)R -too3/2N-14112j-_231/2T_A'6364.3• (8)

Thus, as in other large self-gravitating systems, the low-

redshift Lya clouds could contain substantial amounts of

dark matter, unless the clouds are quite large (R _400 kpc) as

suggested for some clouds at higher redshift (Dinshaw et al.

1995). Since all baryonic matter has been included in the

ionization correction [Eq. (1)], this dark matter would need to

be nonbaryonic.
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